StrapGraphics Unveils New Platform for
Custom-Designed Guitar Straps
Under the radar for nearly 10 years, the company is now emerging as
an innovator in the strap business

TIGARD, OR – January 16, 2018 – (GuitarPR) – StrapGraphics Company, the
Oregon-based producer of high-quality custom guitar straps has announced the
launch of a new web platform to streamline their ordering and delivery process.
Their new website, which is now mobile-friendly, allows customers to create their
own unique designs or quickly purchase products from an existing catalog of straps
with ease.
StrapGraphics offers guitar straps in a variety of both hand-crafted leather and
polyester styles. For those who want to design their own, there's a special webbased design tool that lets customers create and upload their images with precision.
According to founder, Nate DeHart, "We use a digital process that allows us to
print full color pictures on our straps. Our leather guitar straps go through a
proprietary process we've created, which means they’re like no other guitar strap
out there. We use a sublimation process for our polyester guitar straps, which
means, you can sweat on them, wash them or spill beer on them without ruining
the print.
For the strap designer, templates are available for use with tools like Photoshop
and Illustrator. After placing a custom order online, it takes StrapGraphics about
two weeks to make the strap(s) and prep them for delivery. Several shipping
options are available and selectable during the checkout process.
Features of the custom leather straps include:
• Natural Leather color
• Fully adjustable from 45-55 inches.
• Soft comfortable Nubuck Leather and finished backs with premium suede
option
• Fits all standard strap locks
• Non-dying natural leather that won’t bleed on light colored shirts
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Features of the custom printed Polyester guitar straps:
•
•
•
•
•

Fully adjustable up to a 63 inches
Durable non-scratching plastic hardware with leather or vegan end options
Bright, full-color sublimated printing which is non-fading and sweat proof
Soft, comfortable Polyester webbing
Fits all standard strap locks

In addition, StrapGraphics offers a Wholesale Services program that can be used
for promotional activities. Organizations, bands, and companies can create their
own straps for giveaways or resale opportunities.
For more information on creating custom guitar straps, visit StrapGraphics.com.
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